
Kids Kitchen 
Week 5 - Thai Coconut Curry with 
Tofu (Thailand) 

 

 

Equipment Needed 
● Clean damp rag for wiping surfaces 
● Oven mit for grabbing hot items out of the oven 
● Knife 
● Cutting board 
● Oven safe frying pan, or baking sheet 
● Medium-large pot for rice 
● Medium pot for coconut curry  

Ingredients 
● 1 block of hard tofu 
● 3 cups jasmine rice  
● 4 stalks of gailan  



● 1 red pepper 
● 2 cloves of garlic 
● 1” chunk of ginger 
● 2 stalks of green onion 
● 1 small can yellow curry 
● 2 cans coconut milk 
● 2 tbsp olive oil  

Instructions / Cooking Steps (see glossary for definitions) 

1. Set up cooking area, tools and ingredients (mise en place)  
a. Sanitize work surfaces 

b. Locate all equipment needed (pots, pans, measuring cups, knives, bowls, etc.) 

2. Heat 3 cups of jasmine rice with 3 cups of water, cover and bring to a boil. IMMEDIATELY after it 

comes to a boil, reduce the temperature so you have a low simmer. Keep covered and cook for 15 

-20 minutes, or until rice is fluffy and all the water is gone. 

While the rice is cooking... 

3. Finely dice red pepper and place in a bowl 

4. Finely dice ginger and garlic and place in the same bowl as the pepper. 

5. Finely slice the lower white part of the green onion and place in the same bowl as the ginger and 

garlic. Finely slice the remainder of the green onion and place in a separate bowl. 

6. Cut the gailan in half so you have two pieces from each stalk, the leafy part and the solid part. Cut 

the lower solid parts lengthwise so that they are thinner pieces. Place in seperate bowl. 

7. Cut the tofu into 1 inch cubes. 

8. Heat the medium pot for the curry to medium heat and add 1 tbsp of olive oil. Once the pot is hot 

(MAKE SURE THE OIL DOESN’T BURN) add the ginger and garlic and saute for 2-3 minutes, or until 

the pieces start to brown.  

9. Add the curry paste to the pot and stir for 1-2 minutes. 

10. Add the gailan to the pot and immediately after add the coconut milk and then the tofu. Bring to a 

boil, then reduce to a medium simmer for 10-12 minutes. 

11. Once the curry has finished you’re ready to plate! 

Plating / variations 

The top green parts of the green onion is meant to be sprinkled on top of the curry. You could also garnish 

it with sesame seeds or a chili oil. When it comes to any curry I love to have it in a bowl because the sauce 

mixes with the rice and is so delicious. And another great thing about curries is you could add any veggies 

you like to it. In this one you could add broccoli, mushrooms or bok choy. Yet again, do as you please! You 

could use a plate. You could put the curry in one bowl and the rice in another bowl. Have fun with it, and 

we can’t wait to see your pictures! 



Glossary 

Mise en place: A french term meaning “everything in its place.” It is the process of preparing food items, as 

well as cooking items, and is used in professional kitchens to maintain efficiency and cleanliness. 

Finely dice: To dice is to cut into small cubes, in this case we want the cubes to be quite small.  

Finely slice: To cut into thin vertical slices. 

 


